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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this work was to determine the feasibility of
fabricating inversion layer solar cells using a transparent conducting
electrode to invert the surface of a lightly doped p-type material.
A theoretical analysis is presented which was developed before
actual cell fabrication started in order to predict the efficiency of
the inversion layer solar cell and to determine certain physical
geometries needed to fabricate a working cell.
The test equipment and related procedures, experimental data,
fabrication techniques, and conclusions are presented.

CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

Until recently the primary application for solar cells has
been in the space program.

With current technology, solar cells, even

with their low efficiency (approximately 10%), have been the only
practical long term power sources for space vehicles.

Any increase in

efficiency of solar cells would be extremely beneficial to the space
program in that the mass of the space vehicle or satellite could be
reduced.

The cost of launching such a vehicle goes up directly as the

mass increases.
With recent developments in the energy situation, specifically
in the availability of petroleum products, a relatively cheap efficient
solar cell would be economically desirable.

Such a cell would be

acceptable from an environmental point of view since solar1cells do
not produce any pollution whatsoever.
The first solar cell with any significant power output was
developed by Chapin, Fuller, and Pearson in 1954.
of a diffused p-n junction.

This cell consisted

Since then, solar cells have been con

structed from various materials, such as GaAs, GdTe, and CdS.

Thin

film solar cells made from GaAs and CdS are attractive from an econom
ical point of view; however, the efficiency of such cells is low,
around 5% versus the 10% efficiency obtained from a conventional
diffused p-n junction solar cell.
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In order for solar cells to be more widely used whether for
power generation on earth or in space, either the cost must be reduced
or the efficiency increased.

This paper is concerned with a particular

solar cell design which could result in an increased efficiency.

It is

proposed that a thin n-region could be induced by an external electric
field in lightly doped p-type material.

Due to the fact that this

n-region is formed close to the surface, electron-hole pairs created by
shorter wavelengths of light which do not penetrate deeply into the
surface would be collected before recombination occurs.

Electron-hole

pairs generated by longer wavelengths of light would also be collected
by the inversion layer cell.
The conventional solar cell pictured in Fig. 1.1 consists of
a lightly doped p-type wafer with a thin n-diffusion on one side.

A

titanium silver contact pattern is evaporated on the diffused side to
form a low ohmic contact.

•

Titanium silver is evaporated over, the entire

p side of the wafer to form the other ohmic contact.

An 800 A layer of

SiO is evaporated on the front surface of the wafer in order to provide
an antireflective coating.
Photons entering the top surface of the conventional cell gener
ate electron hole pairs near the diffused area of the cell.

Current is

then obtained by the separation of electron-hole pairs in the space
charge region.

Electrons are forced into the n-region while holes are

forced into the p-region.

If the solar cell was connected to an external

load, the direction of positive current flow would be from the p-type
(lower) surface into the load and back into the n-type (upper) surface.

3
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Fig. 1.1

Cross Section of Conventional p-n Junction Solar Cell
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In a conventional solar cell the space charge region is created
due to the tendency of the majority carriers to diffuse into a region of
lower density.

Thus a number of p-type carriers will diffuse into the

n-region and likewise a number of n-type carriers will diffuse into the
p--region.

This creates an electric field around the metallurgical junc

tion which is balanced by an opposite charge in the bulk n and p regions.
This area inside the electric field is the space charge region.

The cell

as a whole remains electrically neutral due to the balancing of charge
between the space charge region and the bulk n and p areas.
The collection efficiency of a solar cell is the ratio of incom
ing light energy in the form of photons to electrical energy generated
by the cell.

Collection efficiency is dependent on the doping level of

the n-layer and the thickness of the n-layer.

A thin n-layer is desir

able so that electron-hole pairs generated at the surface of the cell
will have time to diffuse into the space charge region before recombina
tion takes place; however, a thin n-layer has a high series resistancei
A lightly doped n-layer is desirable in order to increase the recombina
tion lifetime for electron-hole pairs; however, the light doping also
results in a high series resistance.

To obtain a diffused p-n solar cell

with the highest possible efficiency, compromises have to be made on the
thickness and the doping level of the n-region.

The best possible com

promise currently used is a junction depth of .5]i and a doping level of
10

18-3
cm o

1971].

This results in a cell with an efficiency of 10% [Angrist,

5
Primary factors affecting solar cell efficiency are:
1.

Reflection losses - can be reduced to almost zero by a coating
of SiOc

2.

Incomplete absorption - photons with energy less than that
required to create electron hole pairs are lost,

3, Heat losses - energy of photons in excess of the band gap will
be dissipated through heating of the cell,
4,

Recombination of electron hole pairs before reaching space change
region.

5 o .Voltage factor losses - due to the fact that the open circuit
voltage of the cell can never be equal to the band gap of the
semiconducting material used to construct the cell.
6.

Curve factor losses - degradation of cell V-I curve due to
increased series resistance and decreased shunt resistance.

7.

Reduction in power output due to series resistance in the cell
itself.

Theory of conventional solar cells will be discussed in the next
chapter.

CHAPTER 2
THEORY OF CONVENTIONAL SOLAR CELLS

An analysis will be developed in this chapter for conventional
diffused p-n junction solar cells which will be extended to transparent
electrode cells in the following chapter.
Diffusion of donors and acceptors will produce an impurity pro
file as in Fig. 2.1a.
across the junction.

A potential having energy As will be developed.
The region adjacent to the junction is called the

space charge region and is from 10 ^ to 10 ^ cm wide [Angrist, 1971].
The potential As causes the energy levels of the n-region to shift down
and those of the p-region to shift up.

The Fermi level remains level

throughout the junction as shown in Fig. 2.1b.
With no external influences such as light or an external poten
tial, a small number of electrons will be thermally excited into the
conduction band of the p region.

From there the electrons can flow down

the potential barrier into the n region.
(Ig).

This produces a small current

Additionally, a small number of electrons are thermally excited

in the n region.

The electrons that surmount the potential barrier

create a reverse current (1^).

This current flows into the p region

where recombination eventually occurs. Under equilibrium conditions
= I ", which means that no net current flows and,^ therefore, no
potential can exist across the external contacts of the solar cell.

Donor profile

Acceptor profile

x

Distance into wafer

Xj
(a)

Impurity profile of conventional p-n junction cell

Bottom of conduction band
p-type
n-type

v

Top of valence band

(b)

2.1

Band bending in conventional cell

The Affect of the Impurity Profile on the Energy Bands
a Conventional p-n Junction Cell

I

is strictly dependent on the number of thermally excited elec

trons in the p region and thus is unaffected by changes in the equilib
rium state of the cell.

Therefore we can write

1 = 1
[eqV/kT]
r
g

(2.1)

The net electron current flow in the cell is equal to the
difference between

and 1^.

The electron current flow is given by

1 - 1 = 1
(eqV/kT) - I
r
g
g
g
= Ig (eqV/kT

I

- 1)

(2.2)

.

(2.3)

= reverse electron current

I

= forward electron current
g

q

= electron charge

V

= voltage across diode

k

= Boltzman's constant

T

= temperature in degrees Kelvin

A similar analysis is applicable to the hole current.

A lowering

of the barrier which enables electrons to flow from the n side to the p
side of the junction also allows holes to flow from the p side to the n
side of the junction.

Since electrons and holes flowing in opposite

directions add, the total current is given by

9
I = Io (eqV/kT - 1)

.

(2.4)

I = net positive current flow through junction
I

o

= dark or saturation current which is the sum
of the electron and hole currents

In order to understand the mechanism of power generation in
solar cells,

the optical effects in silicon must be discussed.

con is transparent to longer wavelength infrared radiation.

Sili

As the w a v e 

length is decreased, a point is reached where silicon suddenly becomes
opaque.

This occurs at a wavelength of 1.108y which corresponds to an

energy of 1.12 eV which is the bandgap of silicon.

As the wavelength

becomes shorter y e t , the incoming photons are absorbed into the lattice
nearer to the surface of the cell.
length decreases,

This occurs because as the wave

the absorption coefficient of silicon increases, which

means that a higher proportion of the photons are absorbed near the front
surface of the cell.
Photons with an energy greater than 1.12 eV create electron hole
pairs which give rise to a current (Ig ) •

The magnitude of this current

is dependent on the hole and electron mobilities and recombination life
times.

A high mobility and a long recombination lifetime will result in

a maximum value for Ig . The basic diode equation must now be modified to
account for the light generated current Ig .

From this point forward the

direction of current flow designated for I will be reversed so that the
V-I curve will occur in the first q u a d r a n t , rather than the fourth quad
rant .
I = Is - I0 (eqV/kT - 1}

(2.5)
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The relative response versus wavelength for a conventional solar
cell is shown in Fig.

2.2a. The relative response plotted in the y

direction is directly proportional to the short circuit current of the
cell.

In F i g . 2.2b the relative intensity of radiation outside the

atmosphere and at sea level are tabulated versus wavelength.

Notice that

a significant amount of energy is in the area between

.3p where

the efficiency of the conventional cell is p o o r .

.5y and

This is explained by

the fact that electron hole pairs generated by short wavelength light
close to the surface have a high probability of recombining before they
are collected.
The ideal equivalent circuit for solar cell operation is shown in
F i g . 2.3a.

It consists of a light controlled current source in parallel

with an ideal diode.
in F i g . 2.3b.

The V-I characteristic of this circuit is shown

The open circuit voltage is found by setting I

equal to

zero and solving for V.

(2 .6 )
= open circuit voltage

The short circuit current can be found by setting V equal to zero
and solving for I.

I

I

sc

sc

= short circuit current

I

s

(2.7)
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Comparison of Conversion Efficiency of Standard Cell with
Energy Spectrum of Sunlight
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First order solar cell equivalent circuit
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Basic Solar Cell Equivalent Circuit and Resulting V-I Curve
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A more realistic equivalent circuit is shown in F i g . 2.4a.
shunt resistance

The

pictured is normally 100 ohms or greater and has

very little affect on the cell output.

The series resistance R g has a

large affect on the cell output, however.

An increase in R^ from zero

to five ohms will cause the power output of the cell to drop more than
70%.

R

is the sum of the contact resistance and the bulk resistance

s

between contacts on the cell.

It would be desirable to have a thick

n-diffusion to minimize R g , however, a thick n-region would result in a
loss of collection efficiency.

The

,5y junction depth used in a standard

diffused p-n junction cell is a compromise between these two requirements
Figure 2.4 shows the affect on the V-I curve of increasing R g from zero
to five ohms.
The equation giving the V-I characteristic of the solar cell
model given in F i g . 2.4 is

sh

I

= current through external load
= light generated current

R

s

= series resistance

R , = shunt resistance
sh

An analysis will be carried out using Eq.
and R g^ negligible.

(2.8), assuming R g

R g^ has little affect on the cell o u t p u t , while

R g is an important factor and will be included in the later stages of the
a nalysis.

14
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A More Complete Equivalent Circuit of the Standard Cell
and the Affect of R on the V-I Curve
s
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V oc =

( F )

*n ( l f + O

<2 -9)

To find the voltage at which maximum power o c c u r s , the power
output is determined as a function of output voltage.

P = IV = {I

s

- I

o

(eqV^kT - 1)} V

(2.10)

Taking the derivative of this equation with respect to voltage
and setting the result equal to zero gives the voltage at which maximum
power o c c u r s .

(eqVmp/kT) (1 + eVm p /kT) _ eqV0c/kT

(2.11)

= voltage at which maximum power occurs

The current at which maximum power occurs is found by combining
Eq.

(2.11) for maximum power voltage and Eq.

voltage and Eq.

(2.12) for maximum power

(2.12) for c u r rent.

qVmp/kT Ig
mp

1 + eVm p /kT

r

I 'j

{
{‘
* I3j

(2.12)

The maximum power is then given by

P
= I V
max
mp mp

/OION
(2.13)
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P

(%)

.

-

max

k T

/

( V “

1 + eV
kT

P

I g

m£
•

)_

f 1

I

+

I o

Is

(2.14)

The maximum efficiency (N
) of a solar cell is equal to the
max
ratio of the power input to the

cell and the maximum power extracted

from the cell.

N

max

=

(2.15)

P.
in

The power input to the cell is the total number of incoming
photons per unit area (N ^) times the average energy of these photons
(t

av

) times the cell area (A ).
c
P.
= N
e
A
in
ph av c

Therefore,

qV

,

Since

■ ,^

y

{i»Ia

is normally five orders of magnitude less than

17

N

max
(2.17)

Using the values for silicon in Eq.

(2.17), a maximum efficiency

of 20% is obtained for a diffused silicon cell.
The complete current equation including the affects of R g is
given by

I = -I

o

{e

qV-IRg/kT

- 1} + I

(2.18)

s

As can be seen in Fig. 2.4, R g has a pronounced affect on the
V-I curve of a solar cell.

An increase in R

s

from zero to five ohms will

produce a poor V-I curve as is shown in the figure.
In this chapter the method of converting radiation to electrical
energy has been developed for a conventional diffused p-n junction solar
cell.

It has been shown that a conventional cell is limited in its con

version efficiency at shorter wavelengths of light due to the trade-off
between the requirement for a thin n layer to obtain high efficiency in
the shorter wavelengths and the requirement for a thick n layer to reduce
series resistance.

The next chapter will develop the theory for an

induced n-layer inversion cell which should result in a greater conver
sion efficiency in the ultraviolet spectrum.

CHAPTER 3
THEORY OF TRANSPARENT ELECTRODE INDUCED
P-N JUNCTION SOLAR CELLS

The configuration of the Transparent Electrode Cell is pictured
in Fig.

3.1.

A 10 ft-cm p-type wafer is used with a highly doped n

diffusion beneath the aluminum contacts.

The transparent electrode must

overlap the diffused areas slightly so that the inversion area will
completely cover the active surface of the cell.
The method used to analyze the Transparent Electrode Cell is
similar to the method used to analyze a conventional diode with a graded
junction.

The equation

J = J

n

+ J

(3.1)

p

^

is used to obtain the current density.

(3.2)

For the first calculation the

E field will be neglected and the diffusion terms r e t a i n e d .

Thus

(3.3)

Since the p side is similar to a conventional diode,
similarly.

it will be handled

H o w e v e r , the n side is created by a distribution of inversion

18
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3.1

Cross Section of Transparent Electrode Cell
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electrons and involves equations derived from consideration of surface
p h enomena.
Using Poisson's equation

a 2 <b

-pO O

9x2

Eg

(3.4)

with the charge density inside of the semiconductor

p(x) = q (11^ ”

+ Pp ~ np^

(3.5)

and considering

p

- n
P

= p
P

e ^ - n
po

e^^

(3.6)

po

then

dx

- - ftf" t(e"B<1’ + 6* -1) +
(eM
blD
Ppo

where 3 = q/kT.

- 6<j> -1)]1/2

(3.7)

We are interested in the strong inversion region where

$<f> is much greater than one which means that

e 8<f) »

3<t> »

1

.

(3.8)

Equation (3.8) then reduces to

D

r rpo

Integrating over the limits from the surface where the surface band

21
bending potential is <t>s at x=o to a point within the surface at x, the
following is obtained:

(3.10)
I po

but n(x) = n^Q e^^, and finally

n
n(x) =

2
L,
D

(3.11)

(3.11)

In order to obtain the current flowing through the depletion
region, the electron and hole gradients in the depletion region must be
known.

Mathematical expressions exist that give these relationships,

but boundary conditions must be determined from judgments made about the
onset of weak and strong inversion.

Strong n-type inversion occurs when

the Fermi level approaches a point near the conduction band which is as
far from the conduction band as the Fermi level is from the valence band
in the p-type bulk.

This is shown in Fig.

3.2.

This diagram represents

the forbidden band of a semiconductor with the bottom of the conduction
band at the top of the figure and the top of the valence band at the
bottom of the figure,

is the intrinsic level and is in the middle of

the band,

e

sic level,

the material is n-type.

is the Fermi level.

If the Fermi level is above the intrin
If the Fermi level is below the

intrinsic level, the material is p - t y p e .

The closer the Fermi level is

22

Point at which inversion occurs

—e

x=o

Fig. 3.2

Distance into semiconductor

Shape of Energy Bands Near Semiconductor Surface When
Inversion Occurs
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to either the conduction or valence bands,
centration.

the stronger the carrier con

When the Fermi level crosses the intrinsic level,

inversion

occurs [Call, 1973].
The shape of the forbidden b a n d , as it bends toward the surface,
can be obtained from a theoretical analysis of the inversion p r o c e s s .
plot of <f> versus x

is shown in F i g . 3.3.

near the surface of the cell.

A

This is the shape of the bands

The plot is for a <j>g of

.75 v o l t s .

This

surface potential corresponds to an electron surface concentration of 1 0 ^
cm ^ assuming room

temperature and wafers of lOfi-cm material.

The equa

tion integrated to

obtain this plot using the method of Sze [1969] is:

1/2
8!
3x

= _2
BL.

e™ 3/<t> + 3<f> - 1 +

(e3(J> - 3<|> -1)
Ppo

D

The onset of strong inversion occurs where <j) is .6v.
3.3

this corresponds to a point

inversion for a (j>

.06y from the surface.

of .75v starts at approximately 3 y .

(2.13)

From Fig.

The onset of
T h u s , the needed

boundary conditions can be determined from these plots.
The surface potential <f>g is obtained by applying a bias to the
transparent electrode.

A plot of cj)^ versus the external bias on the

transparent electrode is given in F i g . 3.4.

The equations used to create

this plot are:

vapp =

+ n r

[ud + uw ]

D g = inversion plus depletion layer thickness

(3.13)
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2e<J>
u = p
w
po

1/2
- d

L\ p po

(3.14)

3<J>s/2
U d = LDn i

LD V Ppo

(3.15)

d = inversion thickness
n^ = intrinsic concentration

It has been shown in this chapter that an n-layer can be induced
in 10ft-cm p material using a transparent electrode, which in turn will
create an electric field analogous to the space charge region in the
diffused p-n junction solar cell.

This electric field can then be used

to separate light-generated electron hole pairs.

As shown in Fig. 3.3,

this electric field exists very close to the surface a n d , therefore, will
reduce the time available for recombination before collection occurs.

CHAPTER 4

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In order to verify theoretical predictions a number of Trans-,
parent Electrode Layer Solar Cells were fabricated and tested.

Initially,

cells were constructed using a contact configuration similar to that
used in standard diffused solar cells; however,

it was found that large

area pinhole free oxides were difficult to fabricate.

Any- pinholes in

the insulating oxide produced an electrical short circuit from the trans
parent electrode to the silicon surface.

In order to overcome this

problem, a matrix of sixteen cells was fabricated on a single 2x2 cm
silicon wafer.

Small Cell Geometry
z
The configuration of the Transparent Electrode cell is pictured
in Fig. 4.1.

A set of five masks is needed to fabricate a cell with this

configuration.
are needed.

Since the cell area is small, only two contact figures

An area is diffused under the aluminum contacts extending

.02 cm around the periphery of the contact area.

A layer of silicon

dioxide is grown between the two contacts slightly overlapping the
diffused areas.

Then a layer of tin oxide is grown over the silicon

oxide and is etched back slightly away from the periphery of the silicon
dioxide while still overlapping the diffused area.

This was necessary

to prevent the tin oxide from shorting to the silicon.
just described is pictured in Fig. 4.2.
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The configuration
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Aluminum contacts

Aluminum Grid
Structure

Fig. 4.1

Top View of Transparent Electrode Subcell Matrix

Aluminum Grid Structure

Aluminum Contact
Tin Oxide

Silicon Oxide

n diffusions

p-type

Fig. 4.2

Cross Section View of Transparent Electrode Subcell
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The grid pattern covering the surface is used to make contact
to the p-type bulk rather than making contact to the back of the cell.
This reduces the time required to process a cell by eliminating one
aluminum evaporation.
A rough figure for the active area of the Transparent Electrode
subcell can be obtained by adding the area underneath the transparent
electrode and the diffused area not blocked from light by aluminum con
tacts .
Area

sd .11 cm

The active area for a standard diffused solar cell is found by subtract
ing the contact area from the total cell area.

2

3.6 cm .

Typically,

this area is

Since the current output of solar cells can be thought of in

terms of current densities,

the ratio of the two active areas obtained

above could be used to scale the current output of the small cell up to
that of the large cell.

This scale factor is found to be

Q * cm 2
3.6

_

__

n cm 2
.11

The scale factor will be used later to compare the relative outputs of
the two types of cells.

Transparent Electrode Growth and Etching
Standard solid state laboratory processing techniques were used
up to the point where it was necessary to grow the transparent electrode.
The transparent electrode consists of a layer of SnC^ grown on the exist
ing layer of silicon oxide.
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A diagram of the apparatus used for SnO^ growth is shown in
Fig. 4.3.

The nitrogen flow is passed through a flask of SnCl4 and back

into the main stream where it mixes with more nitrogen and oxygen.
this mixture of gasses

As

passes over the wafer on the heated substrate,

it forms SnO^ on the wafer surface.

A sufficiently thick coating of

SnOg can normally be grown in one and a half m i n u t e s .

Coatings with

sheet resistances down to 50 fi/Q can be grown although 500 fi/Q was
sufficient for the Transparent Electrode cell.
enter into the reaction to form SnOg.

The nitrogen does not

It is used only to carry the

SnClg fumes into the furnace tube where oxide growth takes place.
The procedure used to etch the SnO^ is compatible with either
KMER or Waycoat photoresist.

After the wafer is exposed and developed,

the wafer is placed in a beaker containing 25 mil of nitric acid and
25 ml of deionized water.

Approximately 5 grams of powdered zinc is

added to this solution and the beaker is placed in the ultrasonic bath.
After one and a half minutes of ultrasonicing in the solution described,
the undesired areas of SnC^ should be removed.

Conductance versus Bias under Dark Conditions
In order to determine if an inversion region existed in the
Transparent Electrode cell conductance measurements between the two con
tacts versus the bias applied to the Transparent Electrode were made.
A diagram of the test apparatus is pictured in Fig. 4.4.

It would be

expected that for biases ranging from zero volts to large values of
negative bias that conductance between the contacts would be small
because of the back-to-back diodes in the current path.

However, it
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F i g . 4.4

Diagram of Conductance vs. Bias Measuring Apparatus
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was found that the conductance, although small, did increase slightly
from a large negative bias to zero volts bias.

It would appear that

at zero volts bias a weak inversion region is present due to surface
states or some other phenomena which allows for some increase in conduct
ance.

The large negative bias overcomes this weak inversion region which

causes the conductance to drop slightly.

A positive bias would be

expected to increase the conductance significantly by creating an n
channel between the two diffused n contact areas.

This is indeed what

occurs in F i g . 4.5.

V-I Curve Using Artificial Light Source
A typical V-I curve for a Transparent Electrode subcell is shown
in F i g . 4.6.

A tungsten lamp was used as the light source.

The output

2
of the lamp was adjusted to sunlight intensity (140 mw/cm ).
power current of the cell is 1.5 m a .
cell is .28v.

The maximum

The maximum power voltage of the

This results in a maximum power point of

.42 raw.

Since

2

the active area of the cell is approximately

.11 cm , the efficiency of

the cell is
.42
.11 cm

2

mw
140 mw/cm

2

= 2.72%

The open circuit voltage, short circuit current product gives a maximum
power efficiency of 1.05 mw.

The curve factor is found by dividing the

actual efficiency by the maximum power efficiency.
obtained here is

.43.

The curve factor

A curve factor of one is considered ideal.

The poor curve factor is due to a high value of series resistance
in the cell.

This is primarily due to two factors.

First,

the inversion

.5

Conductance
(Milliohms)

-50

0

50

100

Transparent Electrode Bias

Fig. 4.5

Typical Conductance vs. Bias Curve
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.3

.4
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Fig. 4.6

V-I Curves of Typical Transparent Electrode Cell at
Biases of 80, 40, 0, -20 volts

.5
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region is very thin which contributes to series resistance.

Secondly,

aluminum forms a fairly high resistance contact to silicon.

Titanium

silver contacts should lower the series resistance somewhat.

Isc versus Spectrum for Transparent
Electrode Cell
The short circuit current of the Transparent Electrode cell is
plotted in F i g . 4.7 for various wavelengths of light.

The short circuit

current has been scaled upward by the active area quotient of the Trans
parent Electrode subcell and the standard 2 cm square diffused cell.
can be seen by comparing Fig. 4.6 and Fig.

As

2.2a in the theory chapter,

the Transparent Electrode subcell has significantly higher output for
shorter wavelengths of light.

For wavelengths of light less than

.4 5 0 y ,

the Transparent Electrode cell is more sensitive than the standard
diffused cell even though the overall efficiency of the Transparent
Electrode cell is less than that of the standard c e l l .

Isc versus Bias Curves
A typical plot of short circuit current versus the Transparent
Electrode Bias is shown in F i g . 4.8.
a light source.

The Sylvania FBE lamp was used as

The insulating oxide thickness on this cell was 6000 A.

At a point around 100 volts bias the current output curve saturates and
little further increase in output is obtained for an increase in the
bias to a point greater than lOOv.

The shape of the short circuit current

versus bias curve was approximately the same for all cells tested; how
ever, the curve shifted back and forth along the horizontal axis.

Again,

20
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.600

.700
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Fig. 4.7

Short Circuit Current vs. Wavelength of Filtered Sunlight
at a Bias of 50 volts
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160

this was thought to be due to surface states or impurities on the
surface.

Such surface phenomena could create inversion regions of vary

ing strengths.

This would show up as a shift of the short circuit

current versus bias curve to the left which results in higher value of
short circuit current at zero bias.
Figure 4.9 shows the plot of short circuit current versus
for a cell

exposed to an ultraviolet so u r c e .

bias

This figure clearly shows

that a very thin inversion region is sufficient to extract power from
short wavelength light.

Again, there is a weak inversion at zero bias

due to some type of surface p h enomena.

Because of this weak inversion

region the short circuit current is almost at its maximum at zero b i a s .
When exposed to ultraviolet light, it takes only a swing of 60v to go
from the lower saturation point to the higher saturation point on the
short circuit current versus bias c u r v e .

This is opposed to the 180v

swing needed to go from the lower saturation to the higher saturation
point of the short circuit current curve when the cell is exposed to
longer wavelength light.

I sc versus Knife Edge Position Measurements
In order to show that power was being extracted from the Trans
parent Electrode cell in the area underneath the transparent electrode
where no n-diffusion existed, a movable knife edge was fabricated.

The

knife edge

was designed to selectively block out precise areas of the

cell.

results of this test are shown in

The

F i g . 4.10.

The rectangles at the bottom of the figure show the position of
the aluminum contacts on the same scale as the horizontal axis of the
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plot.

The light coming down on top of the wafer is not perfectly

parallel;

therefore, the knife edge does not produce a sharp boundary

between the light and dark areas on the cell surface.

This explains

why the slope of the short circuit current versus knife edge position
curve does not go to zero when the knife edge is positioned over the
aluminum contact area.
This plot shows that most of the cell output is derived from
the area under the transparent electrode rather than from the diffused
region extending a short distance around the aluminum stripe.

In this

test the output was taken from the aluminum contact pictured at the right
side of the plot.

As the bias is increased, an increasingly larger por

tion of the output is obtained from the inversion region.

The optimum

contact spacing can also be determined from the short circuit current
versus knife-edge position c u r ve.

If the contact spacing is correct,

the curve should flatten out when the knife edge reaches the midpoint
between the two contacts.

If the curve flattens out before the knife

edge reaches the midpoint, there will be an area between the two contacts
that is not adding to the cell o u tput.

Test Procedures and Equipment
After the wafers had been aluminized and sintered,
was to check the diodes formed by the n diffusions.
the Type 575 Transistor Curve Tracer.

the next step

This was checked on

Subcells with acceptable diode

characteristics in both the forward and reverse regions were then tested
for leakage from the transparent electrode to the silicon surface.

A

subcell that had diodes with a forward conducting voltage of greater than
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.4 v o l t s 9 a reverse diode leakage current less than 20 ya at a reverse
bias of 5 volts, and that had a leakage through the transparent electrode
less than 5 ya at a bias of 100 volts was accepted for further testing.
The next step was to tabulate
bias curves.

the short circuit current versus

This was done using the test circuit in Fig. 4.11.

current was found by measuring the voltage drop across the
and dividing by

.1.

The

.1 ft resistor

This was done rather than measuring the current

directly through an ammeter because as the meter scales are changed,

a

different value of resistance is seen by the cell looking through the
meter.

Figure 4.11b shows the physical setup for the test apparatus.

Sylvania FEE photoflood lamp is used as a light source.

A

It is mounted

horizontally with a mirror to reflect light on the wafer surface.

The

wafer is placed on an aluminum block mounted directly under the reflect
ing mirror.

Contact is made to the grid pattern and to the aluminum

stripes over the n diffusion by needle probes.
If the cell had a higher than average short circuit current
(greater than 2.2 ma) at maximum bias, the a V-I curve was taken.
was done using the test circuit in Fig. 4.12.
normally taken at maximum bias.

This

The V-I curves were

To initiate the test the variable resis

tor was set to zero ohms, the light source was turned on, and the pen on
the X-Y plotter was set in the down position.
where the recorder pen

The point on the paper

touches is then the short circuit current.

As

the resistance of the variable resistor is increased, the pen traces out
the V-I characteristic of the cell.

When the variable resistor approaches
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(a)

Schematic of short circuit current testing apparatus

J

^
\

Sylvania FEE
photoflood lamp

Movable needle point probes

Aluminum block
(b)

Physical layout of test apparatus

Fig. 4.11

Short Circuit Current Testing Apparatus

x-y recorder

Fig. 4.12

y voltmeter

Diagram of V-I Characteristic Curve Plotting Apparatus
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infinite resistance,

the recorder pen rests at a point corresponding to

the open circuit voltage of the cell.
The short circuit current versus wavelength curves were taken
by blocking out all but a selected portion of the sun's radiation with
an optical filter.

This set of six filters transmits a narrow portion

of the sun's spectrum at

.4y,

.4 5 y , .5y,

.5 5 y , .6y and

.65y respectively.

The short circuit current was measured using the circuit described in the
preceding paragraph.
The knife edge was constructed from thin aluminum.

The blade

was attached to a micrometer gauge so that the position of the movable
blade could be accurately determined.
F i g . 4.13.

This apparatus is pictured in

A quarter of an inch of clearance between the top of the

wafer and the bottom of the knife edge had to be maintained so that the
needle probes could be positioned on the aluminum contact areas.

A

diffused boundary existed between the light and dark areas on the cell
due to the non-parallel nature of the incident light, and the fact that
one quarter of an inch separated the knife edge and the w a f e r .

Fabrication Procedure
The wafers used to fabricate the Transparent Electrode subcells
were 2x2 cm 10 ft-cm p-type w a f e r s .

The processing steps used are out

lined below.
1.

Ultrasonic in Acetone for 5 minutes.

2.

Rinse in deionized water until a resistivity of 2 megohm was
o btained.

Light source

Precision micrometer

Knife edge

Aluminum
block,
17771

F i g . 4.13

17771,

Physical Setup of Knife Edge Apparatus
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3.

Place in hot (90-100°C)

chromic acid solution for 10 minutes.

4.

Rinse to 2 megohms.

5.

Etch wafers in HE for 10 seconds.

6.

Rinse to 2 megohms.

7.

Etch wafers in HE for 10 seconds.

8.

Rinse to 2 megohms.
o

The initial passivating oxide was then grown.

6000 A of oxide was grown

at 1100°C for 50 minutes using the following flowrates into the furnace
tube:
Oxygen

- 10/5

Oxygen (bubbler) - 29/5

After the oxidation was finished, holes were etched through the oxide to
allow diffusion to occur in the contact areas.

This was done using the

standard photoresist procedure as follows:
1.

3:1 KMER photoresist was spun on each wafer.

2.

Wafers were baked at 90°C for 15 minutes.

3.

The photoresist was exposed using the diffusion mask.

4.

The photoresist was developed using

a 15 second dip in KMER

developer, a 5 second spray in KMER developer, and a rinse
in isopropyl alcohol.
5.

Wafers were then baked for 25 minutes at 125°C.

6.

Diffusion holes were etched through

7.

Photoresist was stripped by placing wafers in hot
sulphuric acid for 15 minutes.

i

the oxide using 6:1 HE.
(90~100°C)
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8.

Rinse to 2 megohm.

The n diffusion takes place in a phosphine atmosphere at 1050°C
for 15 minutes.

The flow settings used are given below:
Phosphine - 15/5
Oxygen - 30/5

After the diffusion was completed, the remaining oxide was removed
from the w a f e r .
regrown.

The wafers were rinsed to 2 m e g o h m s , and a new oxide

This new oxide forms the insulator between the transparent elec

trode and the silicon s u r f a c e .
The next step was to grow the transparent electrode over the entire
surface of the wafer.

This was done using methods outlined earlier.

N e x t 5 the wafer underwent a photoresist process using the trans
parent electrode etch mask.
and baked,

After the photoresist was exposed, developed,

the transparent electrode was etched as follows:

1.

Mix a 1:1 solution of deionized water

2.

Place wafer

in acid solution.

3.

Add 5 grams

of powdered zinc.

4.

Place wafer

in this solution and ultrasonic

5.

Strip photoresist in hot

and hydrochloric

for 1-1/2 minutes.

(90-100°C) J-100 for 15 minutes.

Next, photoresist was applied using the preohmic mask.
photoresist had been baked,

acid.

After the

the wafer was etched in 6:1 HF until the con

tact windows were clear of oxide.

Again the photoresist had to be

stripped in J-100 to prevent damage to the transparent electrode.

Wafers
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were placed in the vacuum station and aluminum was evaporated over the
front su r f a c e .

Wafers then underwent the contact photoresist process and

were etched in a solution of H N O ^ ,

and

The photoresist was

stripped in J-100.
After wafers were rinsed to 2 m e g o h m s , they were sintered in a
reducing atmosphere at a temperature of 440°C to 45 0 ° C ,

This improved

the electrical and mechanical bond between the aluminum contacts and the
silicon.

Wafers were then ready for testing.

CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSIONS

It has been demonstrated in this work that an electrically
induced inversion region in lightly doped p-type material can be used
to convert light energy to electrical energy.

The data obtained from

ultraviolet measurements show the Transparent Electrode cell is more
efficient in the shorter wavelengths of light than a conventional p-n
diffused solar cell.

The comparison was made by scaling the output of

the Transparent Electrode cell up to that of the standard cell and calcu
lating the percentage of total power to power obtained from the shorter
wavelengths of light for both cells.
The conductance versus bias curves show that an inversion region
must exist between the two contacts on the Transparent Electrode cell.
If no inversion region existed,

the conductance between the contacts

would be extremely small due to the existence of back-to-back diodes in
the current path.

The short circuit current versus knife-edge position

curves indicate that most of the cell output is derived from the inversion
area underneath the Transparent E l e c t r o d e .
Further work needs to be done to improve the cell efficiency.
While the cell efficiencies of around 5% obtained were significant
enough to prove the basic inversion layer solar cell theory, greater
efficiencies must be obtained for the cells to be used commercially.
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